Memorandum of Understanding

Between

The Smile of the Child

And

Wings of Help (LOG)

11th September 2018

This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) sets for the terms and understanding between The Smile of the Child and the Wings of Help (LOG) to implement some activities in the humanitarian field in Greece.

Purpose:
This MOU will define and outline the roles and responsibilities of the The Smile of the Child (First party) to:
1- Select the beneficiaries upon humanitarian standards.
2- Transporting items from inside Greece to distribution areas.
3- Providing distribution staff.
4- Managing, controlling and reporting all distribution processes.
5- Providing logistic needs for the “Wings of Help” delegations.

And LOG (Second party) agrees to:
1- Provide donation to all items needed as possible.
2- Transporting items from abroad to Greece.
3- Trying to raise funds for humanitarian situation in Greece in Germany and in cooperation with other NGOs in European countries.
Reporting
The Smile of the Child should prepare reports at the end of each activity and share it with LOG to be used in evaluation processes which might be done either by The Smile of the Child or the partner.

Duration
This MOU is at-will and may be modified by mutual consent of authorized officials from The Smile of the Child and LOG. This MOU shall become effective upon signature by the authorized officials from the The Smile of the Child and LOG and will remain in effect until modified or terminated by any one of the partners by mutual consent.
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